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Abstract

This thesis examines the motives of play amongst girl gamers aged nine to
seventeen. It focuses on the players of the game Star Stable Online also referred to
as a ‘pink’ game. It is an empirical study, using a mixed method design. The study is
split into two parts and the results from part two were used to support the results
from part one. In the first part of the study, quantitative data was collected through an
online survey using a closed card sorting method. The survey was complemented
with open and closed questions, which also gave the form a qualitative element. The
second part of the study was purely qualitative, consisting of an artwork study where
the method resembles arts-based elicitation. The girls were requested to send in
artwork depicting the thing they love the most in the game or something they would
love to have. The images were then put through thematic analysis and the outcome
was compared with the data collected in the survey. The results showed that girls
chose to play Star Stable Online due to their interest in horses as well as to immerse
themselves in its story and narrative. 
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Abstrakt

I den här kandidatuppsatsen undersöker vi spelande flickor och deras spelintresse
och motivation i åldrarna nio till sjutton år. Spelet Star Stable Online, även refererat
som ett ‘rosa spel’, har valts ut som objekt för studien. Det är en empirisk studie där
vi använt oss av en kombination av kvalitativ och kvantitativ forskning. Studien är
utförd i två delar och resultatet från del två användes för att stödja resultatet från del
ett. Den första kvantitativa delen bestod av ett frågeformulär som distribuerades via
internet. Formuläret bestod av ett flertal bild-sorterings-moment med kompletterande
frågor, vilket gav blanketten ett kvalitativt element. Den andra delen av studien
bestod av en bildanalys, där deltagarna uppmanades att skapa en bild som beskrev
något de tycker särskilt mycket om att göra i spelet Star Stable Online alternativt
något de skulle vilja kunna göra i spelet. De inskickade bilderna analyserades med
hjälp av tematisk analys och resultaten jämfördes sen med den insamlade datan från
den första delen av studien. Resultaten av studien visade på att de unga kvinnliga
spelarna spelar Star Stable Online tack vare ett djupt intresse för hästar samt en
önskan att leva sig in i spelets fantasivärld och dess narrativ.

Nyckelord: Spel, MMORPG, Rosa, Star Stable, Hästar, Flickor, Kön, Speldesign
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1. Introduction

The piece you’re about to read is our bachelor’s thesis. It is the result of an empirical
study split into two parts, one qualitative and one quantitative. Our goal was to
investigate the phenomena that are ‘girl games’ and their seemingly elusive girl
gamers. What motivates them to play games, why do they play and what do they
value the most in a game? The game Star Stable Online (Star Stable Entertainment
AB, 2011) was chosen as as an object of study. It is a multiplayer online horse game
which finds its largest audience amongst girls aged 7-17. According to a press
release published in Gamasutra (Star Stable, a spectacular online gaming world for
girls! 2017), Star Stable Entertainment AB reports having over 7,5 million registered
users, making it one of the most popular horse games in the world. The game takes
place on an imaginary island called Jorvik and the goal of the game is to level up,
own different breeds of horses, explore new areas, take on quests and compete in
various equestrian sports. In Star Stable Online players are first tasked with creating
a female character which will serve as their avatar in the game. They will then be
given a few options to customize their own horse to accompany them as they take
the first few steps into the game world.

In 2015, the former chief executive of Star Stable Entertainment, Fredric Gunnarson,
was interviewed by VentureBeat (Takashi, D. Star Stable succeeds with online horse
game by ignoring good advice, 2015) regarding the huge success of Star Stable
Online. As the game was being developed, Gunnarson stated that he had been
advised by his peers to not develop a product for an audience solely consisting of
girls. Especially, not an online game about horses. During our interview in May 2018
with Caroline Björn, Lead Quality Assurance at Star Stable Entertainment AB, Björn
made the following comment while discussing the role of game companies that
develop ‘girl games’:

We sometimes experience that people from other game companies look down on us for
making games with girls as our target group. But we want to tell stories about girls, and we
think our game is a great opportunity to learn how to identify and role play as a girl, even if

you're not a girl yourself. (Björn, 2018)

With a player base consisting of 75% young female players (Star Stable
Entertainment AB, 2018), Star Stable Online could be described as a girl game, also
commonly referred to as a pink game. However, the area surrounding games labeled
“pink” is still somewhat unexplored and more research is needed within this particular
field. After a study on player motivations amongst young female gamers, researchers
van Reijmersdal, Jansz, Peters and van Noort concluded that few studies on girl
games have been conducted and research on pink games in particular is scarce
(Why girls go pink: Game character identification and game player’s motivation,
2013).

Carolyn Cunningham, the author of Games Girls Play: Contexts of Girls and Video
Games (2018, p.15-16), noted that in spite of the increased amount of female
gamers, games targeted at an all-female audience have not managed to attract the
same attention nor popularity as games such as Super Mario Brothers (Nintendo,
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1985) or Grand Theft Auto (Rockstar Games, 1997-). She argues that little research
has ever attempted to discover what it is in games that appeals to female gamers.
Furthermore, even less research has focused on what values these girl games are
teaching and how it affects our young. (2018)
 
The aim and ambition of this thesis has been to investigate the game Star Stable
Online and its massive audience of young female gamers; What in the game appeals
to them, what are their drives and motivations for playing? In the following text we will
be presenting you with an empirical study, divided into two parts, in which we aim to
offer information on the preferences of the girl gamers in Star Stable Online. As we
set out to conduct our study, we worked with the assumption that girl gamers
demand and deserve more from a game than visually pleasing, cuddly horses
adorned with pink ribbons. In our first chapter we will give an introduction to the
history and evolution of girl games, gender differences within the gaming culture,
gendered toys as well as the supposed connection between women and horses.
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2. Background and Theory

As an introduction to the topic we will begin by presenting current statistics of, and
suggested differences between male and female gamers. The Entertainment
Software Association reported in 2017 that 41% of all gamers were female. Nick Yee,
a games researcher and a social scientist has done a fair amount of data collection
on gamers and their habits. Yee is also the co-founder of Quantic Labs, which is a
project that focuses on gathering data to better understand the psychology of
gamers. According to Yee (Beyond 50/50: Breaking Down The Percentage of
Female Gamers by Genre, Quantic Foundry, 2017) the figures of the female player
base have fluctuated between 38 and 48% during the past decade. In spite of this,
games mainly seem to be actively catering to and targeting a pure male audience. As
the popularity of video games continue to rise, the role of women in games and the
games industry have become a frequent topic of discussion. Carolyn Cunningham
wrote the following in her book Games Girls Play: Contexts of Girls and Video
Games (2018, p.15): 

Despite the limited ways in which female characters are represented, girls and
women play video games in almost equal numbers to boys and men.

Cunningham also points out the fact that there has been a rise in the amount of ‘girl
games’ that are attempting to attract more girls into gaming. The definition of ‘girl
games’ is used  when talking about a game that is solely designed for women based
on their assumed interests and preferences. Girl-themed games are also often
referred to as pink games. Pink games frequently revolve around gender-
stereotypical topics such as cooking and clothing. They commonly feature narratives
centered around characters, social relationships and use colourful graphics (2018,
p.21). One such example of a well-known pink game is Mattel Media’s Barbie
Fashion Designer from 1996. 

In a study conducted in 2013 named Why girls go pink: Game character identification
and game player’s motivation (E.A. van Reijmersdal, J. Jansz, O. Peters, G. van
Noort) it was concluded that identification with the characters in a game is important
to girls and positively reinforces all other motivations of play; Challenge, interest,
social interaction, fantasy and escapism. The same results have previously been
proven for boys (van Reijmersdal et al., 2013). Van Reijmersdal, Jansz, Peters and
van Noort found that social interaction and interest in the game’s topic are the most
important motivations for girls playing pink games while challenge is the least
important. Van Reijmersdal et al. also conclude that few studies on girl games have
been conducted and research on pink games in particular is very scarce (2013).
According to J. Cassell and H. Jenkins, girls prefer games that include cooperation
rather than competition (1998). 

So far, studies have mainly been focused on how men and women differ in interests
when it comes to games. In 2016, Quantic Foundry published a study by the name of
7 Things We Learned About Primary Gaming Motivations From Over 250,000
Gamers about gamers motivations, in which Yee concluded the following: 
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For women, Completion (get all stars/collectibles, complete all missions) and Fantasy (being
someone else, somewhere else) are the most common primary motivations, while

Excitement (fast-paced, action, surprises, thrills) and Challenge (practice, high difficulty
missions) are the least common. 

(Yee, 2016)

However, according to Nick Yee, there are in fact more similarities than there are
differences between the two sexes and their gaming preferences. In the above
mentioned study, Quantic Labs collected data on players of all genders, aged
thirteen to twenty-five, which concluded that their overall interests are mainly focused
on competition, closely followed by destruction and completion. It is worth mentioning
that the numbers in the study stretch over a large age span, interests could very well
differ between teens and young adults.

According to Cunningham (Games Girls Play: Contexts of Girls and Video Games,
2018), there is currently an ongoing debate on whether games really should be
gender-segregated (2018, p.17). There are two camps, she explains. One which
argues that girls and boys are learning differently and thus need different tools while
the other means that the differences are a product of social conditioning. In other
words, the gender specific games and toys may only be reinforcing and cementing
our gender differences. There’s also the danger of exclusion and gender
segregation. By signaling that certain games are for girls by painting them pink, all
other non-pink titles would, by the same measures, not be for girls (From Barbie to
Mortal Kombat, J. Cassell, H. Jenkins, 1998, p.25). 

2.1. The Rise of Girl Games

The term ‘girl game’ was introduced in the 1990’s when Brenda Laurel, one of the
first female game designers, founded Purple Moon in 1996. Purple Moon was a
software company which created games that purely catered to young girls aged eight
to fourteen (Games Girls Play, Cunningham, 2018, p.20). The company has,
amongst other games, released the popular title Rockett’s New School (Purple Moon
Media, 1997). In 2017, Carly A. Kocurek published her book Pioneering Games for
Girls, in which she discussed Brenda Laurel’s legacy and how she affected the
games industry with her work and research. Kocurek noted how Purple Moon’s goal
was to “do something good for girls who were at the time neglected by a mainstream
software and games industry.” (2017, p.16) Kocurek explains that Purple Moon made
a clear stand against the, at the time, completely male-dominated industry, proving
that girls were also an audience worth being considered for games. (2017, p.1-2)

In an interview with Wired in 1997, Brenda Laurel commented that at the time,
previous attempts at creating girl games meant simply painting traditional titles pink.
(Beato, 1997). A good example would be attaching a pink bow and lipstick to Pac-
Man to create Ms. Pac-Man. Laurel emphasizes the importance of research behind
developing a game, according to her, good research is almost never done
(Pioneering Games for Girls, C.A. Kocurek, 2017). Furthermore, in the interview with
Wired, in which Barbie Fashion Designer is described as a ‘feminist-nightmare’,
Laurel said: “I agreed that whatever solution the research suggested, I’d go along
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with. Even if it meant shipping products in pink boxes.” (Beato, 1997) 

In Laurel’s report Design research, Practice, and Principles for Digital Kids (2004)
she describes her human-centered design research and how it combines qualitative
and quantitative research which is then followed up by interviews. Carly A. Kocurek
claims that game design research is still not a common practice within the games
industry as  well as how Laurel has proven that research could ensure more efficient
design when it comes to games (2017, p.138). Finally, Kocurek speaks warmly of
Laurel’s impact on the games industry:

Today, the impact of Laurel’s innovations, including the careful cultivation of an online
community of players, the pursuit of satisfying whole actions and the consideration and

courting of girls as players with unique concerns, interests and skills to continue to be felt.
(2017, p.29-30)

Around the same time as the company Purple Moon was established in 1996,
another giant in the girl games industry was on the move; The game Barbie Fashion
Designer was released. Today, it is known as the first commercially successful girl
game (Computer Games for Girls: What Makes Them Play? From Barbie to Mortal
Kombat: Gender and Computer Games, Greenfield P. M, Subrahmanyam K, 1998
p.46). In addition, it was also the fastest selling children’s CD-rom in the year of its
release in 1996 (Nena Media, 2018). Jesyca Durchin Schnepp, the producer of
Barbie Fashion Designer, attended the Game Developer Conference panel Girl
Games of the 1990s: A Retrospective in which she discussed the development of the
game and the reasons behind its success (Game Developer Conference Talk, E.
Adams, J. D. Schnepp, L. Groppe, B. Laurel, S. G. Ray, 2018).

Durchin explained that within the first week of the games’ release they had sold a
total of eleven copies of Barbie Fashion Designer; “Four out of which her mother
bought” she added. It was only after the game was advertised on TV that the sales
began to rise. Furthermore the game was one of the first CD-roms to ever be
television-advertised. This, she argues, is one of the reasons behind the games initial
success and serves as a strong example of how important advertisement and
marketing is for a game to reach an audience. As a side note, Mattel Media also
released the horse-themed game Barbie Adventure Riding Club in 1998, which
became a huge success according to game design consultant and lecturer Ernest
Adams (2018).

2.2. Games and the Gender Gap

According to Carolyn Cunningham (Games Girls Play, Contexts of Girls and Video
Games, 2018), structures in the family home is an important factor in how girls and
boys use and understand video games (2018, p.69). She suggests that, to girls with
male siblings, brothers act like gatekeepers of video game technology. As video
game consoles are often bought for the boys in the family households, the boys are
the ones who decide when and how their sisters may access them. This,
Cunningham argues, reinforces the concept of games being part of a masculine
norm (2018, p.150). 
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However, Cunningham also notes that brothers could just as well have a positive
influence on their sisters, as they may be the ones to introduce them to the gaming
medium. Furthermore, in Cunningham’s study girls believed their parents considered
gaming an unproductive and mindless pass time, therefore the girls felt obliged to
perform work instead (2018, p.78-79). Cunningham describes this as girls feeling
guilty over wasting time and not being productive, while in general, boys do not. She
suggests that this may be due to gender norms in the domestic sphere where girls
are expected to take on a greater burden with household chores and thus get less
time for leisure activities (2018, p.50). 

In the article Sex Differences and Similarities in Video Game Experience,
Preferences, and Self-Efficacy: Implications for the Gaming Industry  (M. Terlecki, J.
Brown, L. Harner-Steciw, J. Irvin-Hannum, N. Marchetto-Ryan, L. Ruhl, J. Wiggins,
2010) Melissa Terlecki et. al argues that males are more inclined to play gender-
stereotyped games and prefer to play all-male characters while females show a
greater variation in their choices (2010). They also concluded that men tend to play
for achievement and personal gain whereas women play for social interaction.
Furthermore, Terlecki et. al notes that girls and women view games as tools that one
uses to accomplish a goal rather than as a simple toy (2010). This may have some
correlation with Cunningham’s theories on girls and their feelings of guilt over being
unproductive while they play games for leisure (Games Girls Play, Contexts of Girls
and Video Games, 2018). In other words, if they are achieving something deemed of
real life value while playing a game, they may not have to feel quite as guilty over
playing. Terlecki, Brown, Harner-Steciw, Irvin-Hannum, Marchetto-Ryan, Ruhl and
Wiggins argue that girls and boys, men and women ultimately want the same thing
from games but that these goals are achieved in different ways (2010). Finally,
Terlecki et. al question whether creating pink games may be reinforcing gender
stereotypes and suggest that girls might not want “dumbed-down girl games”. 

Justine Cassell and Henry Jenkins wrote in the well-cited work From Barbie to Mortal
Kombat (Chapter 1: Chess for Girls? Feminism and Computer Games, 1998, p.14)
that even though there are no inherited gender difference in skill of using computers,
boys are still more likely than girls to play with them and both sexes see games as
part of a masculine culture. According to Cassell and Jenkins, because there are
more boys playing computer games, the gaming industry mainly markets their
products towards boys, which ultimately leads to more men within the computer-
related workspaces (1998, p.14). The conclusion can be drawn that in the long run,
Cassell and Jenkins argue, it is important to ensure girls are invited to the gaming
culture in order for them to build an interest in the STEM-fields, (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics). Because, as Terlecki et. al suggests,
games can act as a gateway into the technological age (2010), meaning those who
don’t play games may simply fall behind as our society becomes increasingly
digitized.

Cassell and Jenkins argue against the notion that girls and women simply don’t like
the current popular game genres, such as those including violence and sports (1998,
p.29). Cassell and Jenkins hinted at the popularity of women’s sports and trends in
popular culture. They gave examples of pictures that successfully combined violence
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with female characters, such as the movie Aliens (20th Century Fox, 1979) and the
television series Xena: Warrior Princess (Renaissance Pictures, 1995). Xena:
Warrior Princess in particular amassed a large female audience (1998, p.29). Cassell
and Jenkins theorize that, in order to close the gender gap in video gaming culture,
rather than re-designing games to fit girls, one could merely continue to develop
traditional games and add strong female characters (1998, p.29). In the end, Cassell
and Jenkins conclude, there are no definite answers to how one should approach the
idea of gendered games. However, they suggest that as we open up for more
options on the games market, we also open up a new possibilities for a wider range
of experiences for both girls and boys to enjoy (1998, p.36). 

In 2011, Jennifer Jenson and Suzanne de Castell published their three-year study on
play practices of boys and girls, aged 12-13, titled Girls@Play: An ethnographic
study of gender and digital gameplay. It challenged general assumptions about girl
gamers in particular and showed how the dynamics may change over time
depending on the given context. They found that in contrast to the boys, who tended
to engage in direct competition versus one another, what could be seen amongst the
girls was ‘benevolent competition’; never too direct, supportive towards one another
and rarely meant to undermine another player (2011). The girls also often
undermined their own abilities. During the final year of the study, the girl groups
started to compare high scores with one another and arranged tournaments, in a
competitive fashion. Jenson and de Castell argue that the gender differences that are
often found amongst gamers become less evident or completely disappear with time
as girls get better access to games, support, a girl gamers only group and an ability
to choose with whom and how they play (2011). Carolyn Cunningham summarizes
Jenson and de Castell’s work by saying that: “all-girl settings could allow girls to gain
confidence and over time their interactions with boys were less gendered. (2018)”

2.3. The Girl and the Horse: Myth or Fact?

In the article Mutual corporeality: Gender and human/horse relationships (2009,
p.190) Lynda Birke and Keri Brandt describe a historical point of view on the human
relationship to horses in the western culture as a world dominated by male figures.
Horses were commonly seen as tools of the military, cowboys or buffalo hunters.
Amongst mythological creatures, centaurs are frequently depicted as part human
male, part horse. Male knights often come accompanied by a noble stallion, “its very
maleness befitting the glory of the man above” (2009, p.193). According to Birke and
Brandt, even horses that do not have any riders are generally depicted as male.
Oftentimes, the horses are assigned different qualities depending on their gender,
mares are given traits such as being unpredictable and fickle while male castrated
horses are thought to be more reliable (2009, p.193). Henceforth this part of the text
will explore the suggested bond between women and horses. Birke and Brandt for
example, proclaim that the myth of the woman and the horse has often been
explained as a woman’s “misplacement of human desires such as longing for a man
or child” to care for (2009, p.190). 
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Lisbeth Rostgård is one of few researchers who has looked into girls and girl-culture.
In Pi’r, Pink og Power (Chapter 4: Mestring og melodrama - piger og heste, 2002)
she explains how girls came to dominate the horse stables in the western countries
starting in the 1970’s (p.84). Around this time, horse fiction books started to picture
female protagonists, which in turn lead to the books becoming institutionalized as
‘girls books’ (p.85). Responding to the rising popularity, the American company
Mattel released a new Barbie series in 1977 onto the European market. It was
labeled Equestrienne Barbie, she was seen confidently riding a horse while wearing
a complete set of riding equipment. A few years earlier, Western Barbie and her
horse Dixie had already been released on the American market in 1971. This time
she was wearing a cowboy hat and rodeo trousers. Rostgård argues that these
barbie dolls were groundbreaking as the horse theme allowed barbie to step out of
her gender-stereotypical role and engage in activities that were not normally labeled
as feminine (2002, p.85). However, in 1981, the American toy company Hasbro
released the stylized horse doll My Pretty Pony, which later came to be known as My
Little Pony (Hasbro Entertainment, 2012). On the box cover special attention was
drawn to the ‘beautiful mane’ which the girls could brush, comb or attach ribbons to.
Perhaps, this was a sign of things to come.

Today, according to Miriam Adelman and Jorge Knijnik, women account for over
80% of all equestrians in the USA, which is a shift that has taken place over the last
30 years (Women, Men and Horses: Looking at the Equestrian World Through a
“Gender Lens”, 2013, p.5). The Swedish Equestrian Federation reports that
equestrian sports is the next most popular sport conducted by children and
adolescents after football. Half a million people engage in equestrian activities, be it
for leisure or competition and 90% of all members in the Swedish Equestrian
Federation are female (Svenska Ridsportförbundet, 2017). Great Britain reported in
2015 that 74% of all british horse riders were female (The British Horse Society,
2015). However, according to Birke and Brandt, men still greatly outnumber women
when it comes to equestrian sports at a professional level. It may be worth noting
that women were not allowed to compete in equestrian sports at the Olympics until
1952 (Olympic.org, 2018). 

Lynda Birke and Keri Brandt declare that women working with horses have to be
“tough, capable. and not mind getting dirty” (Mutual corporeality: Gender and
human/horse relationships, 2009, p.191). They explain that activities these
horsewomen typically engage in are things such as carrying heavy hay bales and
water buckets as well as handling large and sometimes badly behaved horses. Nina
Nikku wrote in her article Stable culture as an arena for girls developing identity
(Sociologisk Forskning nr 4, 2005, our translation) that the culture in the horse
stables is not solely focused on the sports, nor is it all about grooming or cuddling
with the horses. Instead, she explains, the actual horse riding is a lesser part of a
larger whole. Being an equestrian in the stables means assisting with physically
taxing chores such as mucking up, cleaning equipment or picking hooves. Before the
horse can be rode, the rider has to make sure the horse and all the equipment is
properly prepared. Hence, organised and on time are key elements. The social
aspect is also important as the girls at the stables commonly participate in classes
together which often leads to an opportunity to socialize with one another. It is not
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uncommon for equestrians to stay even after they have finished their own riding to
observe others as they ride. Nikku is convinced the stables are an ideal place for
young girls to develop a source of true girl power, due to the large amount of women
and girls within the equestrian community, she describes the stables as an ideal
place for female fellowship (2005).

Lisbeth Rostgård (Mestring og melodrama: Piger og heste, 2002) has categorised
horse-interested girls into three different groups, the outer circle, the inner circle and
the core. Within the wider, outer circle the horse world is depicted as a dream world.
Here you would find the ‘horse dreamer girl’ who plays with horse-related toys, read
horse-related fiction and dream of horses and princes atop of white steeds. The inner
circle, Rostgård explained, contains the girls who ride horses and are engaged in
equestrian activities regularly, such as taking horse riding classes. Lastly, the core
consists of girls who spend a lot of time in the stables, they go there practically every
day and most of their free time revolves around the horses and stable culture (2002,
p.87). Rostgård summarizes the current idea of horse culture as something feminine
in the following words: 

As riding and horse culture has become ‘women’s culture’, it has come to be valued
differently. In the cultural hierarchy that is, the masculine is valued higher than the feminine
in the same way that the adult is valued higher than the child. (2002, p.100, our translation) 

She draws parallels between women dominated professions that have become low
paid jobs and the previously male dominated area of horse culture that has now
become coloured and influenced by women’s lower status. In a similar fashion, Nina
Nikku writes that a girl’s interest in horses is often expected to diminish over time as
she gets older and supposedly becomes more keen on finding a love interest
instead. Hence, Nikku suggests, the girl’s hobby is disregarded as a phase which is
not meant to last, while a boy’s interest in, for example, football is expected to be a
lifelong commitment (Stable culture as an arena for girls developing identity,
Sociologisk Forskning nr 4, 2005, our translation).

2.4. Gendered Toys

In an attempt to better understand what motivates children to play and interact, we
also looked into previous research on toys and gender. Our hypothesis was that
there might be a correlation between gender-specific toys and games marketed at a
specific gender, such as pink games. There have been a number of studies on toys
and gender preferences, however a lot of the research we found was dated in the
1980’s. According to a study from 1981 by Carol Lynn Martin and Charles F.
Halverson, children use gender stereotypes to structure and restrict information (A
Schematic Processing Model of Sex Typing and Stereotyping in Children, 1981).
Rather than thinking in ‘male’ or ‘female’ things, Martin and Halverson argue, one
should consider it a process of deciding whether something is a ‘thing for me’ or a
‘thing not meant for me’ (1981). Furthermore, Martin and Halverson describe the
process as part of a self-socialization process and a means of defining one’s own
relationship to others.
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Similar results were found by Erica Weisgram, Megan Fulcher and Lisa Dinella as
they studied two groups of children as they played with toys presented to them by the
researchers (Pink gives girls permission: Exploring the roles of explicit gender labels
and gender-typed colors on preschool children's toy preferences, 2014). In the first
group, the children were presented traditionally masculine toys decorated with
masculine colours, masculine toys in feminine colours, feminine toys with masculine
colours and feminine toys with feminine colours. They found that overall, the boys did
not pay much attention to the feminine toys regardless of colour. For the girls
however Weisgram et. al concluded that “the color pink did seem to give girls
permission to explore masculine toys” (Weisgram, Fulcher & Dinella, 2014). The
second group the children were told the toys were either ‘for girls’ or ‘for boys’. This
heavily impacted girls’ interests and resulted in girls playing more with the toys ‘for
girls’ and less with the ‘toys for boys’. Meanwhile, amongst the boys, there was a
more even distribution of attention paid to the various toys regardless of how they
were gendered, however they were still inclined to play with boys’ toys regardless of
the pink colours (2014). Weisgram, Fulcher and Dinella argue that this study is
further proof that boys and girls will more often play with familiar toys that are
associated with their gender and toys labeled as for their gender (2014). 

Research from 1986 on toys young children received for christmas, conducted by
Clyde C. Robinson and James T. Morris, showed that in general, boys develop an
interest in gender-selected toys at an earlier age than girls. It also showed that
gendered toys tend to be bought by parents on their children’s requests while
gender-neutral toys tend to be the result of own parental choice (The Gender-
Stereotyped Nature of Christmas Toys Received by 36-, 48-, and 60-Month-Old
Children: A Comparison Between Nonrequested vs Requested Toys, 1986).
Robinson and Morris reported that the boys in the study were most commonly given
action figures, occupational role toys, weapons and vehicles while the girls received
art/crafts, dolls, doll accessories and domestic toys (1986).

Bruce Carter and Gary D. Levy came to the conclusion that both boys and girls tend
to play with gender-specific toys, however, boys have a stronger preference for
gender-stereotyped toys (Cognitive Aspects of Early Sex-Role Development: The
Influence of Gender Schemas on Preschoolers' Memories and Preferences for Sex-
Typed Toys and Activities, 1988). However, in more recent studies of children aged
24 to 72 months, Eileen Wood, Serge Desmarais and Sara Gugula (The Impact of
Parenting Experience on Gender Stereotyped Toy Play of Children, E. Wood, S.
Desmarais, S. Gugula, 2002) found that boys in general play more with masculine
toys. The girls on the other hand, showed more flexibility and played with both
feminine and neutral toys. Wood et. al suggests that parent’s interpretations of so-
called gender-neutral, masculine or feminine toys may be changing as they often re-
categorized them while the study was taking place. Most often toys would be moved
into the gender-neutral category (2002). 

A year later in 2003, Isabelle Cherney, Lisa Kelly-Vance, Katrina Gill Glover, Amy
Ruane and Brigette Ryalls suggested that a higher level of complexity in play occurs
only when children play with what was labeled as feminine toys, after having
conducted an observational study on children playing with gender-stereotypical toys
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(The Effects of Stereotyped Toys and Gender on Play Assessment in Children Aged
18-47 months, 2003). It is worth noting that in their study, toy phones and kitchen
sets were labeled feminine while cameras were labeled masculine. Furthermore, girls
spent half of their time playing with gender-neutral toys, Cherney et. al claim that this
is further evidence to support the fact that girls may prefer gender-neutral toys
(2003). 

Isabelle Cherney and Kamala London’s research on children and adolescents,
leisure activities and gender, showed that gender greatly influences what children do
during their free time (Gender-Linked Differences in the Toys, Television Shows,
Computer Games, and Outdoor Activities of 5- to 13-year-old Children, 2006).
Cherney and London concluded that boys spent more time than girls engaging in
leisure activities, such as sports, watching television or playing games. Girls spent
most of their leisure time watching television (2006). According to Cherney and
London, boys’ preferences became more masculine with age, while girls’ taste in
television shows became increasingly feminine. However girls’ interest in other
activities, such as gaming and sports, became less gendered over time (2006). 

Aurora M. Sherman and Eileen L. Zurbriggen published a study on play with Barbie
dolls in 2014 titled “Boys Can Be Anything”: Effect of Barbie Play on Girls’ Career
Cognitions. According to Sherman and Zurbriggen, some toys communicate
messages of objectification and sexualization to young girls, one such example is
Barbie (2014). Sherman and Zurbriggen argue that these kind of toys may affect how
young girls picture their future selves. In Sherman and Zurbriggen’s study, two
groups of girls were given two different toys to play with. One group played with
Barbie and the other group with Mrs. Potato Head. They were then asked what they
could see themselves doing in the future out of ten different kinds of careers. Girls
who had played with Barbie dolls for five minutes reported that boys could do more
occupations than the girls could themselves. Girls who had played with Mr.s Potato
Head saw less of a difference between boys’ and girls’ future careers choices.
Sherman and Zurbriggen conclude that: 

Although the marketing slogan suggests that Barbie can “Be Anything,” girls playing with
Barbie appear to believe that there are more careers for boys than for themselves. (“Boys

Can Be Anything”: Effect of Barbie Play on Girls’ Career Cognitions, 2014)

2.5. Decoding the Theory

This part of the chapter is an attempt to summarize the above mentioned theories
and apply our findings to the concept of young female gamers. The following eight
factors were recognized as possible sources of influence or hurdles girl gamers may
face: Marketing, the colour Pink, Games as a Male Norm, Environment in the Home,
the need for Productivity, Social aspects, Challenge and Fantasy/Topic. How they
relate to one another will be discussed further in the text below.
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Figure 1. Diagram depicting the eight recognized factors that influence girls’ motivations of
play.

When a girl game is being marketed, the colour pink is widely used. Weisgram,
Fulcher & Dinella (2014) suggest that to children, colours are used as a means of
communicating whether a toy or a tool is meant for a person of their gender or not.
For girls, pink has become the identifier of ‘girl things’. In a world where games are
widely seen as part of a male culture, using pink to indicate that a game is welcoming
girls may be an effective strategy. However, that invitation would seem to come at a
price, namely the risk of excluding boys, thus creating a gender-segregated
environment. The segregation in this case could very well be described as the
formation of an ‘A’-team and a ‘B’-team amongst gamers. In the A-team one would
find the traditional games, the ones deemed part of the male culture, while girl games
would have been demoted to the inferior B-team. This is in line with Rostgård’s
theory on female culture and the way it is commonly given less value than male
culture (2002). A typical example of this occurrence is the equestrian culture which
lost value as it became dominated by women. Nikku also suggested that girls’
equestrian hobbies were dismissed as an interest that would deteriorate with age
(2005). Could the same be said for a girl’s gaming hobby? If that is the case, it could
be a contributing factor to how girl games are valued. Finally, the notion of using pink
as an indicator also begs the question: If games in pink boxes are for girls, are all
other games, the traditional games, for ‘everyone else’, i.e. the boys? Here we could
draw connections to Sherman and Zurbriggen who concluded that girls playing with
barbie dolls became more limited in depicting future careers (2014). It is possible that
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girls playing pink games could limit themselves to solely playing games for girls,
never daring to tread outside the designated domain. 

Furthermore, previous research (van Reijmersdal et al., 2013) concludes that topic
and social interaction are important motivators for girls when they play video games.
As we’ve been made aware, the equestrian world in western countries mainly consist
of female practitioners. This fact contributes to gender stereotyping, where one might
be lead to assume that most girls are interested in horses. Thus creating a game with
said theme to attract girls into playing would seem a logical thing to do. As an
example, by targeting equestrians, Star Stable Online is built around a topic that
clearly speaks to a large female audience. One may also refer to this topic as the
game’s theme or, in our wording, the ‘fantasy’ it offers the player to take part in. Nick
Yee concluded that fantasy is one of the most important motivators for girl gamers
(2016), this could also be a means of self-expression and identification. For example,
girls who identify as ‘horse girls’ may want to further reinforce that identity by
engaging in various activities revolving horses, such as playing a horse game. As
van Reijmersdal et.al (2013) suggests, identification is an important factor for girls as
they play games.

Carolyn Cunningham discusses how girls may be hindered from developing an
interest in games due to the experienced pressure in their homes (2018). They are
often told that they need to be productive with their time and are expected to be
helping out with house chores, more so than their male siblings. As games are
bought mainly for, and owned by, the boys in the household, indirectly the girls are
also given the message that games are part of a male domain. When they do play,
not only may they feel guilty over wasting time but they also engage in an activity
meant for someone else. In the world of games, they are merely visitors playing with
borrowed time.

Finally, most would agree that a particularly important motivator for the girl gamer is
the social aspects of a game (van Reijmersdal et al., 2013. Terlecki et al., 2010). In
addition to this, Cassell and Jenkins suggested in 1998 that girls prefer cooperation
rather than competition when engaging with other players. Could it be girls are in fact
interested in the challenges that the game faces them with, however they would
prefer to take them on with allies? There is also the chance that girls don’t feel the
same confidence, in regards to their gaming skills, as their more adept and
acclimatized male counterparts. Lacking in experience, skill and support of their
gaming interest, they may simply not feel prepared or qualified to take on the
challenge in the first place. Jenson and de Castell suggested that girls both enjoy
and engage in competition, however they do it in a way which they came to refer to
as ‘benevolent competition’ (2011). We believe, as Castell and Jenson suggested;
That while girls become more confident within the gaming world, as they are given
more space and support, the gender gap will become smaller and less significant
over time. 
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3. Purpose of our Study

As Star Stable Entertainment AB started working on what was then called World of
Horsecraft, they had been advised by their peers to not make a game aimed purely
at girls. Since the game’s release in 2011, it has achieved huge success in reaching
out to a very specific player base, girls aged seven to seventeen. We argue that Star
Stable Online’s popularity clearly indicates that there is a big potential market for
games that include girls in their target audience. In order to better meet the demands
of this market more research is needed, as is agreed by B. Laurel, (2018), C.
Cunningham (2018) and van Reijmersdal et. al (2013). We conducted this study to
find out what makes the girl gamers of Star Stable Online play, we wanted to find
what they value in the game, why they started playing and what keeps them playing.

Two means of data collection has been used in this empirical study; one quantitative
and one qualitative, commonly known as mixed method research. The qualitative
data was used to support the quantitative data. No personal data has been recorded,
however the respondents have been asked to state their age and gender.
Participants for the study have been found using the social media applications
Facebook and Instagram, mainly due to the fact that Star Stable Online has a largely
active community on social media. Star Stable Online’s Instagram page is used for
spreading news and official announcements from the game developers themselves
to their players, they also make good use of so-called ambassadors to promote
events in the game.

A closed card sorting method was chosen to gather quantitative information from
girls aged nine to seventeen. It came in the form of an online survey and was
complemented with a combination of closed and open questions, meaning there was
a qualitative element to the form. For the qualitative study, girls aged ten to twenty-
two participated in an art competition in which they were asked to create artwork in
order to describe something they enjoy doing in the game and something they wish
they could do. Criteria for winning was not based on skill, conveying the message
was the most important factor.

Using Rostgård’s (2002) theory on stable culture and horse girls, our hypothesis prior
to our study was that the largest player base of Star Stable Online would be consist
of the outer circle, the girls who dream of horses and magic. We were not expecting
to see fewer girls who belonged to the core, as we presumed these would be
preoccupied in the stables and have little time for indoor leisure activities. We did not
presume to see many boys playing the game. As Terlecki et. al (2010) argue, male
players are more drawn to masculine, gender-stereotyped games and find it
important to play as male characters, none of which Star Stable Online would offer
them. 
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4.  Method

The study was divided into two separate parts, one quantitative with qualitative
elements and one purely qualitative. The first part of the study was an online survey
in which participants were asked to rank a series of pictures in matter of importance
as well as answer a series of open and closed questions. By using images paired
with text, we aimed to leave little room for misunderstandings or differentiated
personal interpretations. The second part of the study came in the form of an art
study. Star Stable Online players were asked to submit artwork to describe either
what they loved doing in the game or what they would love to be able to do. By
making use of pictures and artwork to communicate questions, opinions and feelings
towards the game, we hoped to compensate for potential language barriers,
contrasting social values, cultures, varying degrees of education and cognitive skills
respondents from different parts of the world may have. All of the data was collected
using online tools and the audience has been reached through social media
networks, namely Facebook and Instagram. The survey was put together using the
website SurveyLegend and spread through Facebook while the second part was
advertised using Instagram.

Using online tools to reach out to children and adolescents has proven to be a good
means of collecting data from this target group, according to the Swedish National
Board of Health and Welfare (Literature study on surveys directed at children and
youths, 2015, p.19). The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare suggests
online tools maintain children and adolescents’ interest for longer, comes across as
being easier, keeps them motivated and is often more visually pleasing. Children and
teenagers are often influenced by family or friends (2015, p.16), another issue which
is easily avoided by using online forms that they do in their own time. Even after
having taken all of this into consideration, the survey for part one of our study had to
be shortened once due to the fact that participants abandoned it halfway into the
survey. After modifying the amount of pictures the users were asked to rate, the vast
majority of participants finished the survey.

4.1. Participants

The first group of girls who participated in the survey were aged 9 to 17. The most
common age was 16 while the average age was 15. There was no record of
geographical location nor socioeconomic standards of the participants. Children
below the age of 16 were asked parental consent as well as an email address. They
were then sent an informational pamphlet about the study and how their data was
going to be used. Preparations ahead of studying a younger audience of gamers
included finding data on how best to approach them and what to expect from their
answers. We found a study which suggested that children by the age of 12 have
generally stabilized and refined their consistent answering behavior skills which
allows for data to be collected more accurately (Literature study on surveys directed
at children and youths, 2015, p.15-16, own translation). According to the same study,
children below the age of 12 are also more likely to answer questions without
knowing the answers, read questions in a literal sense and have difficulty answering
graded questions.
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For the second part of the study, namely the artwork submissions, girls aged 9 to 22
participated. The age limit was set at eight years minimum in accordance with the
Swedish Statistical Central Bureau’s (SCB) recommendation. Data collection on
younger children is in general more delicate and sensitive. Another contributing
factor was the fact that younger children may not be able to produce the quality of
artwork that we would require for the study.

4.2. Procedure

In order to establish what images to use for the study and to help us interpret and
understand the data to be collected from Star Stable Online’s players, tertiary data
was gathered and evaluated. We collected information from the official website of
Star Stable Online as well as their official Facebook and Instagram accounts. We
also looked at material uploaded by the players themselves through the video
streaming website Youtube. Star Stable Online make use of what they call
ambassadors. The ambassadors are tasked with spreading influence and news
revolving the game on social media. They also serve as a link between the game’s
developers and their players. To further complement our tertiary data, we conducted
a small participatory observational study online. We created our own personal
accounts in Star Stable Online and spent several hours playing the game. We
observed activities other players participated in and recorded what we spent time
doing ourselves.

The online survey for the first part of the study was put together using the website
SurveyLegend. It was based on four main tasks, inspired by a closed card sorting
method. In the article Testing Taxonomies: Beyond Card Sorting from 2015, Alberta
Soranzo and Dave Cooksey suggest that “online sorting methods facilitate testing
and provide rich results for analysis” (2015). According to their description of closed
card sorting methods, the exercise helps to distinguish to which degree a participant
agrees with a presented categorization. In our version of this method, the participants
were shown pictures and were then asked to rank the images in order of importance
to answer four questions. In three of these tasks, participants were asked to rank the
images from best to worst, the fourth was completely voluntary and did not require
the player to rank the images, rather just select as many as they wished to best
answer the question. The images were accompanied by a word to describe the
meaning of the picture, in order to clarify and avoid misinterpretations. In addition to
the card sorting tasks, the online form was complemented with questions. Four of
these questions were closed and provided the participants with responses to choose
from. Six of the questions were open and allowed the participants to form their own
answers based on opinions and feelings, this gave the survey a qualitative element.
The survey was spread to the users mainly through Facebook in a fan-created group
called ‘Star Stable Online - Star Riders’. We also posted the survey on Instagram
and labeled it with the following hashtags: #sso, #ssoonline, #ssophoto, #ssoonly,
#ssoedit, #starstableonline, #starstableonly as well as our own hashtag created for
the purpose of our study: #SSOArtStudy. Star Stable Online’s ambassadors also
assisted us with spreading the artwork competition to the users.
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For the second part of the study, we used arts-based elicitation as a means to collect
qualitative data. The participants were instructed to draw or photo edit two scenarios.
One depicting what they enjoy the most in Star Stable Online and another describing
something they would like to be able to do in the game. In addition, they were
encouraged to write a short script to support the contents of the picture. Their images
were submitted to us using Instagram and the hashtag #SSOArtStudy. A similar
method was used by Riot Games as presented in a speech on player values at a
Game Developer Conference talk in San Francisco in 2018 (Understanding the
Social Values of Your Players, Burrell. J, Elliott. T, Game Developer Conference,
2018). Burrell and Elliott hoped to bypass cultural barriers by using art to allow the
players to express themselves and their social values. In their study, players were
asked to create a new hero for the game League of Legends and give it two powers
from a list provided by the researchers. They were then instructed to draw a picture
of this imagined hero (2018). Devon Greyson, Heather O’Brien and Jean Shoveller
also made use of arts-based elicitation as a means of collecting data in their study on
Informational World Mapping (Information world mapping: A participatory arts-based
elicitation method for information behavior interviews, 2017). They argue that “Arts-
based methods can help refine and triangulate spoken language about
contextualized everyday information behaviors.” (2017)

4.3. Part One of Study

The online form was presented using a playful font and pink colours. Age, gender
and parent’s permission was asked for in the first section using closed questions.
The players were also asked if they played any games other than  Star Stable Online
as well as an optional question of how they were introduced to the game. They were
able to provide us with a more elaborate response in their own words as to what
games they played and who introduced them. In order to investigate Rostgård’s
theory on girls and stable culture (2002), we asked the participants to describe their
relation to horses. They were asked if they spend any time with horses and were
provided with four options to respond; ‘No’, ‘No, but I would like to’, ‘Yes, sometimes’
or ‘Yes, very often’. 

The participants could then proceed to the card sorting task, which used images that
visualized elements and activities in the game. After each card sorting task, the
players were given the option of writing their own opinions on the task at hand and
were asked if they felt anything was lacking in the form of an open question. As a
final part of the survey, players were asked to suggest new features to the game,
these could be new mechanics, new horse breeds or wishes for changes in how the
game currently works. This open question was completely optional, however most
opted to provide us with a response, some more elaborate than others. The images
that were used for the card sorting part of the survey were chosen by using the
results from our tertiary data collection, complemented with data from our
participatory player observations. The following fifteen activities and elements in the
game were presented as images for the users to rate and voice their opinions on in
the survey:
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1. Customizing Character 
2. Buying new Horses 
3. Championships and Competitions
4. Friends, Clubs and Socializing 
5. Questing and Main Storyline
6. Exploring 
7. Daily Quests 
8. Taking Care of Horses
9. Events and Seasonal Holidays 
10.Leveling Up 
11.Horse Racing 
12.Gaining Better Gear and Skill 
13.Learning about Horses and Breeds
14.Collecting Things
15.Magic

All fifteen activities were visualized to the players using images accompanied by
above mentioned titles, to clarify what the image was depicting. Four components of
the online survey consisted of card sorting tasks. For the first task, the participants
were asked to choose ten out of all fifteen images and rank them in order of what
they liked most about the game. For the second task, the participants were asked to
choose five out of thirteen to describe what they spent most of their time doing in the
game. ‘Magic’ and ‘Buying New Horses’ had been removed for this part, as those
parts of the game are elements of the game rather than activities players actively
engage in. The third component of the survey was a picture selection task and
involved players choosing images that represented parts of the game they did not
like, this task was completely voluntary, it could be skipped and they were not asked
to rank them. They could choose between all fifteen images and pick as many as
they liked. As a final part of the survey, the participants were asked to rank four
images according to what they loved about Star Stable Online, these parts were
deemed to be the core of the game: Social Interaction, Horses, Adventure/Mystery
and Challenge.

4.4. Part Two of Study

The artwork was submitted to us using the social media application Instagram and
the hashtag #SSOArtStudy. As previously mentioned, Star Stable Online’s Instagram
ambassadors assisted us with spreading the news of the artwork study. It was
presented to the players as an art competition, where the motivation for participating
was an in-game reward of Star Coins. Star Coins are an in game currency used
mainly to buy new horses, however it may also be used for most other transactions.
Four winners were chosen and they could compete in two categories. Category one
required the players to describe one thing they loved doing in Star Stable Online.
Category two asked the participants to show us something they would like to be able
to do in the game. The artwork was required to be hand-drawn or an edited
screenshot, so long as they had created it themselves. We asked the participants to
focus on communicating their ideas and opinions rather than creating a beautiful
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piece of artwork. The submitted art would have to be complemented with written
words that described their ambitions. Our aim was for the players to be able to look
past answering simple questions and get to the core of their feelings towards the
game through the passion of creativity. Instagram was chosen as a platform for this
study because a lot of similar artwork is presented from the players on Instagram
using hashtags. For example, hashtag #ssoedit has 87,800 pictures (23rd May,
2018) that were digitally edited and drawn on as fan art of Star Stable Online.

4.5. Coding of Data

The quantitative data collected during part one of the study was analysed by
exporting the statistics into Google Sheets and Apple’s Numbers. A majority of the
results were presented by using bar graphs. The age was calculated in a few
different ways by measuring the standard deviation, the mode, the average and the
sum. In addition to this, the sum was measured for the following survey questions:
‘Other than Star Stable, have you played any other games yourself?’, ‘If you said
yes, what games were they?’ and ‘Is there anything you don’t like in Star Stable?’.
However, since three different sized groups were later compared with one another,
the last mentioned one was also measured with percentages. A pie chart was also
used for the question ‘Do you spend time with horses in real life?’ because everyone
was obligated to answer said question. To find the most popular type of
engagements and rate them in order, the card sorting was calculated by using the
average. However, in the survey, respondents had in one task rated their top ten
images out of fifteen and in another their top five out of thirteen, which meant that
images which were left out skewed the final results when they were put together to
be presented. This issue was solved by flipping the numbers around so that the ones
that were rated the best, which would be number one, were now worth either five or
ten points, depending on the task, and the empty cells were rated zero points. 

Part one of the study also had qualitative elements, these answers were analysed
using thematic analysis. The data was coded manually and distributed into different
categories depending on their similarity of the themes. They were then classified by
common patterns. If the participants were to write a significant number of additional
categories, these categories would be taken into deeper review and divided up into
several answers. A word cloud was used to visualize the results from the qualitative
data collected from the online form question: ‘Lastly, what new feature would you like
to see in Star Stable?’. By choosing the word cloud as a way of visualization of data,
it was crucial that the categories were named correctly with the purpose of them
conveying the true meaning. In addition to this, distinct answers were highlighted and
drawn special attention to in the research. Words that appear in the word cloud
consisted of themes that were mentioned more than five times. The different size of
the font was used to demonstrate the amount of votes each theme received while
colour had no meaning to the data. 

As for the second part of the study, we opted for using thematic analysis to interpret
the submitted images. Similar words and themes were identified in the descriptions
that came along with the images. The recognized themes were partly inspired by
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Marc Leblanc’s theory of eight kinds of fun, as described in the MDA framework
(MDA: A Formal Approach to Game Design and Game Research, R. Hunicke, M.
LeBlanc, R. Zubeck, 2004). MDA, which is an abbreviation for Mechanics, Dynamics
and Aesthetics. It is a tool used in game design, but can also be used to deconstruct
and analyse games. After having summarized all of the written text, the images
themselves were studied in order to find a deeper meaning and hidden clues to
previously unmentioned ideals and social values. This was done twice, on separate
occasions by each one of us. We then compared our results and applied the finalized
data to the quantitative data collected from the survey in part one of the study.
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5. Results

The total number of respondents for part one of our study, the online card sorting
survey-hybrid, was 416. Out of the 416 respondents, 123 were over the age of 17
while 13 of the respondents were male. Since this paper targets only a particular
group, girls and adolescents aged 9 to 17, the aforementioned 123 responses were
bypassed, leaving us with a total of 294 participants. Amongst them, age 16 was the
most common age, with a total of 82 girls, while the average age of the Star Stable
Online players in our survey was 15 and a standard deviation of 1,7. The youngest to
fill out the online form was 9 years old. 

As for part two of the study, thirty images were submitted from twenty-seven
participants. All were female between ages 10 to 22, except for one male aged 16.
The average age was 15, the most common age was 16 and a standard deviation of
3,1. Eight out of these submissions were sent in anonymously, hence their ages are
unknown. A large majority of the images were screenshots that the artists had drawn
on top of, rearranged objects or otherwise edited them to look a certain way. A small
number of paintings were hand-drawn with pen and paper. Two of the submitted
pictures simply depicted horses with no further descriptions.

5.1. Part One of Study

Figure 2. Age of the participants in our survey.

The girls were encouraged to write how they were introduced to Star Stable and why
they started playing. 152 of 294 answered the question and the answers were
divided into categories. More than half, 87 in total, answered that they started
because they like horses. 33 participants had been influenced by their friends,
siblings or relatives. The girls often stated that they started playing together with their
friends. A few commented how they enjoyed the social aspect of MMO’s and that
they liked making new friends, Star Stable Online seemed like a good alternative. 29
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girls reported that the advertisements, such as on TV, Youtube or magazines
sparked their interest.

Taking the opportunity to delve deeper into the habits of girl gamers, we wanted to
know whether the girls played only horse-related games or if they enjoyed playing
other games as well. Out of 294 respondents, 253 reported playing other games
alongside Star Stable Online, while 41 of the girls said they only play Star Stable
Online.

The respondents were advised to list the games they play, provided they had
answered “Yes” to playing other games. 242 out of these reported playing 196
different games in total. Alicia Online (Ntreev Soft, 2013), a horse racing fantasy
game, was extremely popular amongst the participants with a number of 102 girls
playing the game. Another well liked horse game was Howrse (Ubisoft, 2006), a
horse breeding simulator, with 35 answers. Other common horse games were My
Horse and Me (Atari, 2007), Starshine Legacy (Stabenfeldt AB, 2005), Riding Club
Championships (Artplant, 2016) and Horse Haven World Adventures (Ubisoft, 2015).
The girls also reported playing other genre games, the most popular of these were
Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) and The Sims Series (Electronic Arts, 2000-). 87
respondents played The Sims 3-4 while 75 played Minecraft.

Figure 3. Games played by the participants

During the closed card sorting task, participants were advised to look at 15 different
activities that the game offers. They were then tasked with choosing 10 activities they
loved the most in Star Stable Online and rank them in order from top to bottom.
These categories are described in detail in chapter 4. Method, subchapter 4.3. They
were then asked to look at 13 out of the 15 photos, magic and buying horses had
been removed, and rank their top 5 activities they spent their most time doing. In the
following staple diagrams, the average of the participants’ top ten are presented.
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Figure 4. What players love doing in Star Stable Online.

Judging from our data, questing and story appears to be what the players love the
most in Star Stable Online. Buying new horses would also seem to be a big
motivation for the players. Whether that is because players experience it as
rewarding after having saved up the in-game currency in order to be able to buy a
horse or because the players are actually displaying a collectible behavior to gather
all of the horses in the game, remains uncertain.

Figure 5. What players spend most of their time doing in Star Stable Online.

As can be seen in the diagram, questing, socializing, horse racing and exploring
were distinctly what players report spending most of their time doing in the game.
Measuring if there was a possible correlation between what players love doing and
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what players actually spend time doing in the game was of great interest to us.
According to our data, it would appear that the favourite activity in Star Stable Online
was also the activity that players spent most of their time doing. Horse racing was
rated to be the 7th most favorite activity in the game but it was rated to be the 3rd
most frequent activity that players spend their time doing. This might correlate with
the fact that “Buying New Horses” was rated to be the second best thing in the game.
When a new horse is bought, it has to be leveled up in order to be able to raise its’
stats and skills so that it can excel in Championships. The only way to level a horse
is by doing daily horse racing quests.

Figure 6. What players dislike in Star Stable. The following categories that received 20 votes
or less have been grouped into ‘Other’: Buying new horses, customization, exploring, getting
better gear, leveling and questing. In other words, these would appear to be well liked
overall.

The respondents were also asked if there was anything they disliked in Star Stable
Online. This part of the survey was completely optional and they were not required to
provide us with any answers. The most disliked activity in the game was daily quests,
acquiring 122 out of 294 total votes. The second most disliked feature was taking
care of horses which was given 112 votes. 53 participants disliked events, however it
is possible that the current event (Jojo Siwa, April 11th to August 15th) is affecting
these results. Interestingly, 51 players stated they did not like learning about horses
and breeds, even though this activity is completely voluntary in the game and is an
optional part of the game.

36 participants reported that they did not like collecting items, such as Star Coins,
Shillings, Pets or Horses, even though collecting was the 10th most loved on the
previous question of what players love doing the most in Star Stable Online.
Remarkably, 25 girls reported that they did not like socializing in the game. This was
unexpected as research suggests socializing is one of the main motivators for girls in
games (van Reijmersdal et al., 2013). Furthermore, it is also worth mentioning that at
the time of our study, a newly introduced automated chat suspension update was
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implemented, which filters and censors inappropriate content. According to a few
responses, the girls perceive this update as being too strict and limiting their
socialization with other players.

As an open question, the girls were asked to suggest a new feature that they would
like to see implemented into Star Stable Online. The most sought-after features have
been compiled and presented in the tag cloud below. 

Figure 7. Participants’ suggestions for new features in Star Stable Online. The size of the
font correlates with the amount of votes each category received while colour is of no further
significance.

Unexpectedly, a majority of the suggestions revolved around horses. The
participants hoped for completely new horse breeds and visual updates on older
models. The players also wished for different horse disciplines to be implemented,
such as trick riding, side saddle riding, gymkhana and harness racing. Gymkhana is
a type of horse racing with specific speed patterns and timed events. Dressage was
a very common theme amongst players’ wishes. A large amount of participants
requested more meaningful interactions with the horses. They wished to be able to
care for their horses in different ways, such as to pat them or bathe them. They often
spoke of giving the horses feelings, emotes, different temperaments and a will of
their own. This could translate into their desire to form a special bond with their
horses. For example, they suggested that lower level horses have a higher chance of
taking off and bolting compared to the maximum level 15 horses, which are fully
trained. 

It was also suggested that the game introduced a pasture where the players could
see their horses relaxing together. Some wanted to see foals in the game and the
possibility of breeding. Many responded that they’d like to customize their horses
even more. A large number of players were fond of the idea of having their own
house in the game, one which they could furnish, customize and invite friends over to
visit. This idea may have been inspired by The Sims which 87 girls declared they
were playing. Overall, nearly every suggestion was tied to realism. In our sense, by
realism we mean everything that resembles real-life events and activities. These
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include things such as weather changes, first person view, authentic animations,
participating in various equestrian disciplines and immersing themselves in the
fantasy of being a horse girl. It appeared to be important for the girls to imagine
themselves being the “stable-girl” they have always wanted to be and engage in all
the activities that come with it in real life. However, complete realism in a game is not
a desirable outcome as that would also include daily tedious activities such as
mucking the stables or cleaning the riding equipment. When the girls asked for
realism, they were most likely not referring to these types of chores. There was only
one respondent out of 199 who wished for more magic in the game. Two comments
caught special attention during our analysis. One wrote that she would like to be able
to read fact files on the history of each district in Jorvik. Another one requested that
the in game library could in fact work as a real world library, where one could read
books about horses, the country of Jorvik or magic.

A number of the respondents commented on the pricing in Star Stable’s in-game
purchases. These comments focused on things such as the storage amount of the
game currency, pricing of the horses as well as the possibility to earn Star Coins
without buying them. Currently there is no way to earn Star Coins other than to wait
for the weekly Star Coin allowance given to subscribers, or by buying them using real
money. As of this time, all of the horses in the game cost Star Coins. The prices vary
between 300 to 990 Star Coins which can be roughly translated into three to ten
weeks of waiting or by spending 10 to 20 euros. Star Stable Online also has another
currency in the game, Jorvik Shillings, which can be used to buy better tack, clothes
or food. However, the players can only collect up to 10 000 Jorvik Shillings and after
this, the players are encouraged to spend their savings, or shillings rewarded from
the new quests will go to waste.

Lastly, there were a fair amount of respondents wishing for more choices in regards
to avatar customization. A number of girls commented on wanting a greater variety in
clothing, such as colouring options. The girls didn’t appear to care much for stats of
the gear, rather they were more concerned with the appearance. According to our
tertiary research, creating matching outfits seemed to be a recurring theme amongst
the players. This could be due to the fact that stats in the game aren’t heavily
focused on and don’t appear to be making a major difference in gameplay.

As a final part of the online form, players were asked what the absolute best thing
was in Star Stable Online. They were presented with four images and asked to rank
these from top to bottom. The four images represented: ‘Adventure and Mysteries’,
‘Horses’, ‘Friends, Clubs and Socializing’ and ‘The Challenge’. According to our data,
the absolute best thing in Star Stable Online is Adventure and Mysteries, followed by
Horses. The bottom choice by far was The Challenge, making Friends, Clubs and
Socializing the third out of fourth best thing.
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Figure 8. Diagram showing the absolute best thing in Star Stable Online.

5.2. Part Two of Study

In spite of the differences in gender and age compared to our original target group,
no results were excluded for this part of the survey as all of the contributions were
deemed important in order to better understand the players’ interests and motivations
of play in Star Stable Online. As previously mentioned, the selection of themes was
partly inspired by Mac Leblanc’s theory of eight kinds of fun (2004). LeBlanc lists
these types of fun in the following way:

Sensation – Sense of pleasure and emotions
Fantasy – Make-believe and escapism
Narrative – Storytelling and drama
Challenge – Mastering and self improvement
Social – Social frameworks and networking
Discovery – exploring and discovering new areas
Expression – Personal expression and belonging
Submission  – Mindless passtime

The eight types of fun could also be interpreted as motivations for playing a game, in 
other words, the ‘fun’ that keeps you playing. The themes were used as categories, 
which were used as umbrella terms for activities that all shared similar meanings, 
values and procedures. Five main themes could be identified in the images and texts
that were submitted for study, these were the following: 

Social, Expression, Fantasy, Competition and Challenge.  

The competition was divided up into two different groups. The first group aimed to 
describe something they loved doing in Star Stable Online. The second group 
described something they would love to have or be able to do in Star Stable Online. 
The same themes were found in both groups, but had slightly different meanings and
values in each. The most commonly recurring themes revolved around social 
activities and the fantasy of being part of the game world. The first group consisted of
16 images and the second group of 14. 
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Social
Seven out of the thirty images described activities that the players engaged in 
together with their friends in the game. Oftentimes, there were no game mechanics 
to support these activities, such as getting married or having a club meeting. Some of
these activities required roleplaying to be re-enacted upon. It would appear that they 
used the game as a digital playground of sorts, a means of spending time with 
friends and as a tool for social bonding. Many spoke fondly of their friendships and 
clubs within the game world. A sense of kinship would also leak into the real world 
amongst fellow Star Stable Online players.

Expression
The need for self-expression and identification came through mostly in the second 
group as the participants imagined something they would love to have in the game. 
They often asked for features that would help them to become more immersed in the 
game world and the idea of themselves as an adventurer, explorer or expert horse 
handler. A few number of the participants described a will for further customization, 
while others wanted to be able to artistically express themselves easier by using the 
in-game camera. Oftentimes, they wanted to view their horses as individuals with 
their own personality. Their imagined bond with them would then become another 
tool for their own self expression.

Fantasy
To the players, the important thing about being in the game world was not being in a 
world filled with magic, it was more the idea of being one with your horse with a world
of possibilities. In order to re-enact their dreams of becoming the best horse rider, 
show jumper or horse whisperer, more realism was desired, rather than magic. In the
game, the player could become whomever she wanted to be. Sometimes, there was 
a sense of danger to the images, a lone horse rider daring the beautiful but 
unexplored world. In this world, they would dare to break the rules and be different 
from the norm. Here, the participants would also ask for different game mechanics 
that would enable them to become more immersed with the game.

Competition
Another common theme was competing in equestrian sports, such as dressage or 
show jumping. The important factor here did not appear to be competing against 
other players, rather the focus was on the players’ own performance and becoming 
better. Speed, self control, discipline and skill could be read into many of the images 
and descriptions. Friendly competition inside the club was also desired, as an activity
for everyone to join in.
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Challenge
Another common theme found while analysing the images was challenge, this was 
expressed in a number of ways, whether they were facing the dangers of the world 
alone on horseback or becoming an accomplished rider in championships and horse 
races. Challenge and mastery could also manifest itself as the player being able to 
tame a wild horse or manage to ride an unruly horse and have it follow her lead. Self-
improvement and mastery of the craft appeared to be common values in this 
category.

Figure 9. A selected example of the submitted artworks. A girl describes an activity she
wished for in the game.

5.3. Correlation: Real Life Equestrians

In order to take a closer look at the correlation between the girls interest in horses
and the decision to play a horse-themed game, participants were asked about their
relation to horses in real life. They were given four options to respond to the
question: ‘Do you spend time with horses in real life?’. Prior to conducting this study,
we had anticipated that a large majority of Star Stable Online players would belong to
the outer circle of the girl stable culture: the horse dreamer girls, as explained by
Lisbeth Rostgård (Pi’r, Pink og Power, Chapter 4: Mestring og melodrama - piger og
heste, 2002).
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Figure 10. Categorization of girls in the stable culture, according to Lisbeth Rostgård’s 
theory (2002), applied to our survey question: Do you spend any times with horses in real 
life? Size and colours are not representative of amount of answers. 

Figure 11. Answers to the question: ‘Do you spend time with horses in real life?’ shown in
percentages.

The survey results showed that the majority of horse girls who play Star Stable
Online are in fact girls belonging to what we describe as the core of stable culture
girls. Nearly half of all respondents, 45%, report that they spend a lot of time with
horses in their free time, meaning that a large part of the players in fact belong to the
core of horse girls. Girls dreaming of horses made up for 30% of all players, while the
middle circle had 20%. Surprisingly, 5%, of the players state they do not spend time
with horses in real life, and presumably, don’t want to either.
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Figure 12. Comparison of what the different categories of stable culture girls love the most in
Star Stable Online according to the order as seen in figure 4.

Table 1. The ten activities that the stable culture girls love the most in Star Stable Online

Rating Outer Circle Inner Circle The Core

1 Quests & Story Quests & Story Buying New Horses

2 Exploring Exploring Quests & Story 

3 Socializing Buying New Horses Exploring

4 Buying New Horses Magic Socializing

5 Magic Socializing Horse Racing

6 Horse Racing Customizing Customizing

7 Customizing Horse Racing Magic

8 Leveling Championships Leveling

9 Championships Leveling Championships

10 Events Events Collecting

According to our statistics, Questing and Story was in the top of most loved thing for
all categories of players. However, girls who spend a lot of time with horses in real
life (the core) voted that Buying New Horses was their favourite thing about Star
Stable Online. The dreamer girls (the outer circle) rated Buying New Horses as the
fourth best thing, while we would have expected to see that as their top choice. As
hypothesised, magic was not rated as high up with core horse girls, it could be that
their interactions with horses in real life result in a desire for more realism instead of
fantasy in the game to correspond with their own experiences.
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Figure 13. Comparison of what the different categories of stable culture girls spend most
time doing in Star Stable Online according to the order as seen in figure 5.

Table 2. The five activities that the stable culture girls spend most time doing in Star Stable
Online

Rating Outer Circle Inner Circle The Core

1 Socializing Socializing Questing

2 Questing Exploring Horse Racing

3 Horse Racing Horse Racing Socializing

4 Exploring Questing Exploring

5 Leveling Customizing Leveling

As seen in the graphs above, ‘Questing’, ‘Socializing’, ‘Horse Racing’ and ‘Exploring’
are the categories that are rated as every groups’ top four. However, while
‘Socializing’ is both the inner and outer circle’s most frequent pass time, it is rated as
third by the core of girl within the stable culture. Inner circle is the only group which
has ‘Customizing’ rated to be within the top five. It should also be noted that
‘Questing’ is rated to be the fourth activity that they report spending most of their time
doing whereas ‘Exploring’ is the second.
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Figure 14. This pie chart describes what             Figure 15. Pie chart describing dislikes of    
the core reported disliking in the game.               players belonging to the outer circle

The data indicates that nearly a quarter of the core of stable culture girls dislike
caring for horses. Whether this is because they dislike the activity in real life or
because the game mechanic itself is not as realistic or rewarding as they would have
wished it to be is up for debate. The dislike for ‘Caring for horses’ is closely followed
by ‘Daily Quests’ which also happens to be the most disliked activity within the outer
circle. Within the core, the third most disliked activity is ‘Breed Information’, in other
words, learning about horses. Nearly a tenth of the outer circle dislike
‘Championships’, while within the core, championships are generally well liked. Out
of all the categories of different stable-girls, the inner circle dislike daily quests the
most.

Figure 16. This pie chart shows what players within the inner circle
dislike in Star Stable Online.
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6. Analysis and Discussion

The aim of this study was to get a better understanding of a specific target audience
of gamers, namely girls aged 7 to 17. What motivates girls when they play games?
Why do they keep playing and what are their values? It was deemed to be an
interesting topic of study due to the fact that little research has been done within this
particular field, as can be agreed upon by B. Laurel, (2018), C. Cunningham (2018)
and van Reijmersdal et. al (2013). Brenda Laurel suggested ahead of her research
on young girl gamers, that if they turn out to be wanting pink boxes for their games,
then they’ll have pink boxes (1997). With this statement, she may have implied that
she was aware of the prejudice revolving girls and pink and the fact that there might
be some truth to it. Prior to conducting our own study, we presumed that girls do
indeed want more from games than a visually appealing horse dressed in pink. We
now firmly believe that girl gamers should not be dismissed as a mere minority
amongst gamers, rather they too deserve to be considered part of an actual target
audience with their own needs and demands.

An interesting aspect was the amount of respondents in the survey that reported they
had been introduced to Star Stable Online through advertisement. Here goes to
show the importance of marketing and promoting of a game in order for it to reach
success, as is commented on by Jesyca Durchin regarding the initially low sales of
the now famous game Barbie Fashion Designer before it was advertised on
television (2018). A typically common response as to how a girl was introduced to
Star Stable Online could be: “I saw an ad on TV, so I thought ‘I like horses, why not
play Star Stable’, and I just started”. 

Initially, we were surprised to see an average age group that was older than we
expected from Star Stable Online players. Roughly one fourth of our responses came
from women over the age of seventeen, the maximum age reported was fifty-six.
Within this group, the players often requested age-restricted servers in order to play
with more mature players and to rid themselves of the censoring of words in the in-
game chat. The fact that there are such a large group of older female players could
argue for the fact that women may be more open to try new games, even if the game
is not aimed at their specific target audience. It is also possible these women play
Star Stable Online because of their interest in horses. Due to the shortage of horse-
themed games, particularly those that can also be played online with other players,
they do not have a lot of other options. Had they been interested in testosterone-
pumped war-games, they would have had a whole shelf dedicated to them. The lack
of choice could also be impacting the younger audience of Star Stable Online. From
our responses, around a third of the players reported that they also play Alicia
Online, a horse racing game played online. The limited amount of games that are
built around girls’ interests and hobbies, games that would allow girls to envision their
fantasies, strikes us as particularly odd, since the amount of female gamers have
steadily been around 38-48% in the past decade (Yee, 2017). 

Considering the research which concludes that girls care most for the social aspects
of a game (van Reijmersdal et. al., 2013). We were confounded to see the social
elements of Star Stable Online being ranked number three out of four on the
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question of what the best thing about the game is. ‘Socializing’ was also voted to be
the eight most disliked thing out of the fifteen selectable choices provided by us in
the survey. Bearing in mind, the selection of dislikes was completely voluntary and
the respondents could choose to select or not select as many options as they
wished. However, during the second part of our study, the artwork spoke for itself
and was heavily influenced by social interaction and group activities. Our theory is
that some girls may have had negative experiences with social interaction in the
game, such as technical limitations in the in-game chat, or harassment, which may
have impacted their responses in the survey. Another possible explanation could
simply be that all girls are not considering socializing their main goal when it comes
to gaming. However, the fact that the players chose an online game with social
interaction in the first place, might be evidence in itself that the players are looking to
socialize.

One thing that became apparent during our analyses was the fact that a large
majority of the participants in our study desired what they perceived as realism.
Naturally, realism may have many different interpretations. When we say ‘realism’ we
really mean things that are possible in real life. Chores of everyday life that may be
experienced as dull or uninteresting are excluded. They express a longing for a full-
fledged equestrian experience, adapted to a game fantasy world. As a result, the
players have strong opinions on how horses should behave, move and what their
material needs should be in the game. The goal seemed to be for the game to
function as a place for their horse-related dreams to come true, where they could do
things in the game that they otherwise could not in real life. For example, one girl
wrote: 

I play Star Stable Online because I always liked horses, and the idea of being able to "live" in
a world full of them and being able to interact with other people who feel the same facinates

[sic] me!

A number of players complained about things such as animations not feeling
accurate in how real life horses move. They wanted the horse riding to be more
‘realistic’, even the challenging sides of the practice such as horses misbehaving or
throwing the rider off. As an extension, this could be interpreted as an actual wish for
challenge, in contrast to what has been said about girl gamers in the past (Yee,
2016). In relation to this, seeing such a large variety of games played by the young
Star Stable Online players was unexpected; The competitive game titles in particular.
Fortnite was the fifth most popular game amongst the respondents. Overwatch,
League of Legends and Call of Duty were also obtaining a fair amount of votes.
Perhaps this supports de Castell and Jenson’s theory on girls having an equal
interest in competitive games, they just need to gain more confidence in their gaming
skills before they engage in competition (2011). These girls may simply have become
more adept in the games they play and thus expanded their gaming preferences.
This could mean that girls’ and boys’ interests and desires are in fact quite similar. It
could be that the current gender gap solely exists because of social norms and
expectations rather than actual differences between genders. To support our claim
we refer to Cherney et. al who discovered that girls’ interests and hobbies become
less gender-specific with age (2006), as well as the fact that they may prefer gender-
neutral toys (2003).
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The competition elements in Star Stable Online are often focused on self-
improvement. However, there is also an evident strive for being the fastest and most
skilled in order to be placed amongst the top ranking riders. While playing the game
ourselves, we frequently observed what Jenson and Castell would label ‘benevolent
competition’ (2011). As we participated in the horse races, referred to as
‘Championships’, comments such as “Good luck everyone”, “I had a bad start…” and
“Good job winning, you earned it!” were common amongst the competitors. It was
particularly interesting to note tactics that the players took to in order to win the
championships. As an example, many would turn off the in-game chat feature so that
they would not be disturbed while racing. Others resorted to changing graphical
settings that would affect the game performance in order to give them an advantage.
In our understanding, this further speaks for the fact that the girls do care for
challenges and competition.

Considering most of the players were interested in horses and spent time with horses
in their freetime, it would have been logical to assume that the players would also
have liked the idea of caring for their horses in the game. However, the results of our
study showed the opposite. Out of the most disliked things in the game, caring for
horses was ranked number two, only slightly less disliked than daily quests. This
does not necessarily mean that the girls didn’t like the idea of taking care of a horse.
It may simply be due to the act of repetition in the game, causing the players to
dislike something they might actually enjoy doing in real life. Furthermore, one theory
as to why girls might not like the element of caring for horses in the game could be
because of the game mechanics in the current state. They may simply be
experienced as unrewarding or monotonous. In the artwork study we could find one
example where the caring of a horse may be of interest. In this case, the image
showed two horses seemingly in love, titled: “horse breeding”. In fact, the girls
frequently asked for breeding features in the game, where they would be able to
raise and train a horse from foal to full-grown. However, it is possible that this aspect
could be more closely related to players’ desire for self-expression. A fantasy in
which they can achieve the sense of accomplishment of having bred and raised their
own horses to ride and adventure with in the game.

Regarding the fact that girls seemed to actively dislike the way they could learn about
different horse breeds was perplexing to us, as one would have assumed that the
girls are indeed interested in horses and their characteristics. There is a chance that
the respondents may have felt obliged to respond or rate the various activities and
elements in the game and simply chose the least-liked activities from the list we
provided them with. However, there is also a possibility that they are reacting
negatively to the breed information provided to them because they are already well
rehearsed on the subject. A majority of the girls who play the game are regular
visitors at the stables and spend a lot of their time with horses in real life. They may
simply experience the information as a type of forced lecture they feel is
unnecessary.

We judged it to be of interest to take a closer look at girls within the stable culture, as
discussed by Lisbeth Rostgård (2002), where she categorizes horse girls into three
segments. The Core which is girls who spend a lot of time with horses, the inner
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circle who are spending some time with horses and the outer circle who simply
dream of horses. We applied this theory to our survey results and compared the
answers. Comparing the core and the outer circle provided us with a few interesting
results. Even though the three different categories did not differ from one another
quite as much as we had hoped, we were surprised to see that the core girls turned
out to be the majority of Star Stable Online’s player base. Prior to the study, we had
predicted the opposite. We had presumed that the outer circle, the ‘dreamer-girls’
would have been the largest player base. We based this assumption on the fact that
they might wish to experience life with horses, but simply are not able to due to real-
life limitations or other factors. As for the core stable-girls, we hypothesized that they
were not likely to have a lot of leisure time for games as they would be spending
most of their time at the stables. Perhaps these girls are so devoted to horses that
their lives mainly revolve around them, Star Stable Online could serve as a ‘social
platform’ for these girls to hang out with their friends.

Furthermore, It turned out that the core was the only group which loved buying new
horses the most out of all the fifteen different categories. It would seem logical to
presume that the girls who surround themselves with horses in real life would be
knowledgeable of different horse breeds, hence they might be more inclined to buy
the horses they idolize in real life. However, as previously mentioned, it was
unexpected to see the outer circle had rated buying horses as their fourth most loved
activity when one would think that the ‘dreamer girls’ would want to have as many
horses as they possibly could.

After having read through our discussion, one might ask why we need pink games at
all? Weisgram et. al suggested the colour pink gave girls permission to explore
masculine toys (2014). Perhaps the pink games are a way to allow girls entry into the
male-dominated territory of technology. One might suggest that the pink games work
as a gateway designed to break the barriers, camouflaged with gender-stereotypical
themes and pastel colours. In order for the girls to feel comfortable and have a safe
space to develop their skills and their digital selves, an all-girl setting where everyone
is on equal grounds could ease the process. Just as Nina Nikku suggests that the
stables are a good place for girls to develop true girl power (2005), it is possible that
Star Stable Online could serve as a digital home for stable culture, where girls are
free to socialize and explore what games have to offer them, at their own pace.

6.1. Limitations in Study

One obvious limitation in our study is the fact that all of our participants have been
completely self-selected. As our subjects of study have chosen themselves rather
than us choosing them, it is possible our data may be flawed. By choosing to partake
in the survey they may already have had formed an opinion on what information to
provide us with, meaning they may have been biased. The silent majority may not
have been asked, rather the ones who took their time to partake in the survey and
the art competition were the ones we studied. Some commented in hopes of us
being able to change the game itself, which could also have affected our results.
Even though images were used, a lot of the provided content was worded in english
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meaning there was a certain level of language skills required to properly comprehend
what we wanted to know in the survey. This became especially apparent in part two
of the study, the artwork, as we had several art submissions that had not read the
instructions. In regards to the artwork study and the subsequent thematic analysis,
there is a risk of personal bias as the analysis relied on our own interpretations of the
collected data.

In regards to our hypothesis on stable culture and horse girls, some may have had
different views on how much time one has to spend with horses in order for it to be
considered ‘a lot of time’. Another issue in the survey was the use of the word
‘Challenge’ as one out of four things in the game to rate. What we wanted to convey
may not have been as clear to the participants as it was to us while building the
survey. Finally, choosing to reach out to our targeted group of study on Facebook
and Instagram may exclude a large player population that do not use social media.
This may have been a contributing factor to our slightly older than expected age
group of respondents, as a younger audience may only be found outside of these
networks. However, for the sake of gathering accurate data, one might also argue
that a slightly older age group was to be preferred.
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7. Conclusion

According to van Reijmersdal et al. (2013), interest in the game’s topic and social
interaction are the most important motivators for girls playing pink games, our study
would appear to agree with these findings. Our results showed that what the girls
loved the most in Star Stable Online was adventure and questing through the main
storyline, in short the fantasy which the game offered them. It was closely followed by
their interest in horses. The girls tended to use the game as a means of socializing
such as spending time with existing friends or meeting new friends. The girls in our
study had expectations on the game and the horses that bordered on realism. They
frequently asked for more realistically accurate mechanics in the game in regards to
interactions with the horses and the game world. The least liked elements of the
game were daily quests and activities revolving grooming and tending to the horses.
It is possible that this is because of game mechanics that are perceived by the
players as unrewarding or repetitive. 

Just as the majority of the equestrian community consists of female practitioners,
Star Stable Online is mostly populated by girl players, which makes the game an
interesting place to observe and study digital girl culture. We found that a majority of
Star Stable Online’s players were in fact part of the main core of stable culture girls,
while we had assumed that it would mainly consist of the outer circle, namely the
‘horse dreamer girls’.

Contrary to popular belief, we found that girls do indeed enjoy challenge and
competition. However, this may be an aspiration that they come to grow an interest
for over time as they are given enough space and support. They may also express
these desires in a different fashion from what is traditionally considered the norm.
Pink games, where one would often find an all-girl setting, have shown to be a
suitable environment for girls to get to know and claim ownership of the digital space.
One might suggest that the pink games work as a gateway designed to break the
barriers, camouflaged with gender-stereotypical themes and pastel colours. The fact
that a fair number of girls reported they played competitive games such as Fortnite,
League of Legends, Overwatch and Call of Duty further speaks for the fact that the
gender differences are not as considerable as one may think.

7.1. Further Studies

More research is needed within the area of girl games. As this study focused
specifically on girls between the ages of 9 to 17, it is of interest to study the
preferences of slightly older female audience since nearly 30 percent of the
respondents in our survey were above 17. In addition to studies on girls, we strongly
advice for similar research to be done on boys in the same age group in order to
compare the results with ours. It might even be that the gender gap is not as wide as
assumed.

Further studies could also possibly include making use of the gathered data from a
slightly different perspective. As in this paper the focus relied heavily on horses and
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horse girls, it may be useful to analyse it from the age perspective. It may show that
the girls’ interest evolve as they grow older. It could also be of use to take a closer
look at the different games that the girls reported playing. It was remarkable that the
younger girls reported on playing competitive games such as Fortnite, League of
Legends and Call of Duty and Overwatch even though it is presumed that girls are
not keen on competition (Cassell et. al., 1998) or challenge (Yee, 2016), we suggest
more studies are to be made on this particular subject.
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